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Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting Interim Meeting Minutes 

Eleventh day Sixth month 2016 at New Garden Friends Meeting, Greensboro, NC 

 

PFYM monthly meeting and worship group representatives and clerks in attendance: 

Other Friends joining us for this meeting were Christin Barnhardt, Salem Creek Friends; Zeb Hornsby-
Barnhardt, Salem Creek Friends; Kim Carlyle, Friendship Meeting; Susan Carlyle, Friendship Meeting; 
Raleigh Bailey, Friendship Meeting; Joan Tillotson, Friendship Meeting; Dorothy Grannell, New England 
Yearly Meeting; and Barbara Gosney, Rich Square Meeting, North Carolina Yearly Meeting Conservative. 
 
Marian Beane, clerk, welcomed Friends and invited us to settle into worship. She read the PFYM Vision 

Statement out of the silence. After a period of worship we had a time of checking in and sharing of a 

word or phrase that gives a sense of our vision for the yearly meeting (e.g., deep listening and 

thoughtfulness, sprout from the ground, rooted, reach, home, let’s do it, collective Truth, new growth, 

new star shining brightly, growth in community, openness to new ways of doing things, nurturing each 

other and our monthly meetings, connected in Spirit, open door). 

We heard regrets from Tony Lowe (Fancy Gap Friends), Martin King (Raleigh Friends) and Naveed 

Moeed (Chapel Hill Friends). Tony is with Friends from Summerton (VA) Meeting as they participate in 

the placement of an historic marker commemorating George Fox’s travels there in the 1600’s.  Martin is 

in Shanghai, China with summer teaching duties, and Naveed is in London with his parents as his father 

recuperates from heart surgery.  

 

Today’s agenda was reviewed and agreed on with no additional items offered.  

 

FWCC presentation and discussion (Dorothy Grannell and Barbara Gosney) 

Dorothy Grannell, a member of the FWCC Executive Committee, has been named Clerk of the FWCC 

Section of the Americas Visiting Committee to PFYM. With Dorothy is Barbara Gosney, Rich Square MM 

North Carolina YM Conservative.  (Eduardo Diaz, of Southeastern YM is the other member of the visiting 

committee. He plans to visit us at our August 20 meeting.)  FWCC is excited about PFYM's request for 

affiliation and wants to be clear about its expectations for representatives from affiliated yearly 

meetings.  Today we began that conversation. 

 

Barbara told us that Rich Square Meeting has sent representatives to FWCC since FWCC’s inception in 

1937. She spoke of how that long involvement has nurtured her family through the years. Dorothy 

shared how FWCC participation has enriched New England Yearly Meeting with the power of people 

 
Alice Carlton  Chapel Hill Friends 
Emilie Condon  Chapel Hill Friends 
Marian Beane  Charlotte Friends 
Katherine Metzo Charlotte Friends 
Julie Stafford  Charlotte Friends 
Debbie Parvin  Fancy Gap Friends 
Brianna Higgins  New Garden Friends 
 

 
Dot Mason (Nominating) New Garden 
Chandlee White  (Communications) New Gar 
Jane Carter  New Garden Friends 
Carol Morris  Raleigh Friends 
John Shuford                    Raleigh Friends 
Christina Connell Salem Creek Friends 
Gary Hornsby  Salem Creek Friends 
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coming from across the world, each bringing their portion of Light. She credits this connection with 

leading NEYM to become inclusive and welcoming of a broad span of spirituality—the same kind of 

inclusiveness that Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting envisions.  

 

Dorothy described that all representatives to FWCC serve on one of FWCC’s standing committees, and 

that the committees send people out to yearly meetings to hold consultations on who we are as the 

world of Friends, and how we can contribute to the worldwide network of Friends. FWCC brings people 

of different backgrounds together in consultations to consider what is it to live in peace. Dorothy 

referenced the QuakerSpeak video Listening Each Other Into Wholeness as an expression of the FWCC 

concept of the process of consultation. 

 

FWCC is going through a change in how they accomplish their mission of creating a place for Friends to 

share their Truth, hear and understand each other. Most of FWCC’s work is done by Representatives, as 

the Section staff consists of only two full-time equivalents.  All work is done in both English and Spanish, 

much of that online and by telephone. They no longer have the Quaker Youth Pilgrimage program, and a 

working group on Youth Leadership is discerning how to move forward to serve youth. There is a 

travelling ministry core, convocation planners, correspondents (responding to letters from prisoners, for 

example), opportunity for involvement in four huge conference calls each year, work on translation into 

Spanish of early Quaker writings and of translation into English of important Latin American Quaker 

voices, and minutes asking Friends to consider actions enhancing the sustainability of life in our home 

area. We viewed the video of the Epistle from the January 2016 nine-day FWCC meeting in Peru. 

 

To the query “How would affiliation with FWCC move PFYM forward?”, Friends responded that contacts 

with the wider body of Friends provides an extension of being who we are when we are with others, 

that these interactions help to guide us in who we are.  FWCC involvement has the potential for 

widening our world, our perceptions, and our thoughts about what is possible.  And for PFYM and FWCC 

mutually, there is strength in numbers. If affiliated, PFYM would be asked to support our 

representative’s travel to section meeting every two years. Dorothy referred us to the FWCC 

Representatives Handbook for more information (available from Dot Mason or Marian Beane). Our 

FWCC visiting committee would like to bring forward a recommendation for PFYM membership to their 

March meeting in Pittsburgh. Friends approved a process of continuing consideration of FWCC 

affiliation, with sharing in our monthly meetings and further discussion in our August meeting.  Our clerk 

thanked Barbara and Dorothy for sharing with us and enriching us by their presence.  

 

 

The Minutes of 2016 Annual Sessions on March 12, 2016, were considered and approved as presented. 

These minutes will be sent for posting on the PFF/YM website and to PFYM monthly meeting clerks and 

are attached here. 

 

Consideration of PFYM Annual Sessions Epistle  

Friends offered edit suggestions for the draft presented, and approved that the Recording Clerk note 

those edits and made the necessary changes for the final document.  Friends minuted appreciation to 

http://quakerspeak.com/listening-each-other-into-wholeness/
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Martin King, Tony Lowe and Julie Stafford for their service on the Epistle committee, and specifically 

noted lovely language in the epistle that well-represented how the PFF/YM weekend felt to participants. 

 

Friends confirmed that distribution of the Epistle be to all of PFYM monthly meetings, all yearly 

meetings within North Carolina, all FGC yearly meetings, and all Quaker organizations with which we are 

seeking affiliation.  The clerks were asked to consider whether our photographs from annual sessions 

could be shared through posting on the PFYM website and possibly accompanying the epistle. 

 

Assessment of 2016 Annual Sessions 

In response to the clerk’s query requesting feedback about what went well, what to continue or change, 

the time-frame of annual sessions relative to PFF annual weekend, etc., the sense of the meeting was 

that Friends were quite satisfied with the 2016 annual sessions.  It was noted that a highlight was 

sharing and sitting with the message and ministry from each meeting, and a Friend suggested that we 

would want to be as flexible as possible in coordinating with PFF around the scheduling of sessions. 

 

 

Presiding Clerk’s report and request for travel minute (attached) 

Affiliations. Marian shared responses from FCNL, AFSC, and FWCC to the PFYM request to affiliate. 

 

Archives. Marian and Chandlee White are in conversation with Gwen Gosney Erickson at Guilford on 

moving forward to establish a PFYM archive. Gwen has recently sent a document with information, 

which Marian and Chandlee (as Clerk of Communications Committee) will study. The amount of an 

appropriate annual contribution will be part of the discussion with Gwen and PFF. 

 

June 5 PFF Representative Body Meeting.  At this meeting PFF reaffirmed funding for a contribution 

to Guilford to cover costs for both PFF and PFYM archives, estimated at $100-$150 annually; and 

$900 in financial support for PFYM representatives to Quaker organizations. PFF newly approved 

support for Jeff Brown, new PFF presiding clerk, and Gary Hornsby, PFYM assisting clerk and rising 

presiding clerk, to attend a Pendle Hill clerking workshop led by Art Larrabee in November. The joint 

PFYM Interim Meeting-PFF Representative Body meeting was confirmed for August 20 at Raleigh 

Meeting, and items of preliminary planning for the Spring retreat were identified for joint 

consideration. The 2017 PFF Spring Retreat and PFYM Annual Sessions will be held on March 10-12. 

PFF is seeking to confirm Carolina Friends School as the location.  John Hunter will continue to be 

our contact for work on the PFF/YM website. 

 

Request for travel minute. Marian requests a travel minute for her trip to Ramallah with a group led 

by Jane and Max Carter July 6-18. Considering what message we would like to send to Ramallah 

Friends, Jane Carter says that their trips provide an important presence for Ramallah Friends, that 

people there feel forgotten, their lives confined, as the area they are allowed to move around in is 

quite small. Friends spoke messages that many Quaker and non-Quaker people deeply value the 

contribution Ramallah Friends School has made to world peace; extending our love; expressing how 

we value and cherish their existence and contribution; and how eager we are to hear the news of 

them that our Friends bring back. Friends are easy with leaving the development of the travelling 

minute to the Recording Clerk and Presiding Clerk. 
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Nominating Committee Report (Dorothy Mason) 

Dot reminded us that Vernie Davis (Raleigh MM), Emilie Condon (Chapel Hill MM), Ruth Moeller 

(Charlotte MM), and Dee Edelman (Salem Creek MM) are the other members of Nominating Committee. 

She reports that their work has been done primarily via phone and emails since our last meeting. In 

seeking candidates for consideration for the PFYM Representative positions for AFSC, FCNL, and FWCC, 

Nominating Committee sent two communications to monthly meeting clerks and PFYM representatives 

asking for suggestions. Raleigh Friends made two suggestions of people who seem well-qualified and 

whom Nominating recommends to Interim Meeting: 

 

For FCNL Representative:  Jan Schmidt. Jan is very excited about this opportunity.  She has lots of 

experience in political lobbying in MD as member of Sandy Springs Meeting, and is active in the 

FCNL advocacy team in the Raleigh area.  Jan is willing to commit to the three-year term.  Friends 

approved. 

 

For AFSC Representative:  Bill Moore. Bill is very interested in representing PFYM.  He is a former 

Raleigh meeting clerk, and serves on Ministry and Counsel and Peace and Social Concerns 

committees.  Friends approved Bill Moore for this position, which is also for a three-year term. 

 

Jan and Bill have been told we intend to provide funds as needed for expenses incurred as a result of 

this representation. 

 

Nominating does not yet have a recommendation for the FWCC Representative, and will continue work 

on this position.  We understand that if we make an appointment at our August or December meeting, 

the representative can begin meeting with FWCC ahead of our anticipated affiliation approval by FWCC 

in March. In notes to meeting clerks Marian will highlight we are seeking this position. We are reminded 

also to ask our meetings to consider creative ways to maximize the impact of these appointments by 

involving our monthly meeting point people for each of these organizations. 

 

 

Policy and Procedures Working Group Report (Christina Connell)  

This working group has a report for information purposes to Interim Meeting today (attached). Friends 

discussed the timing for consideration and response to be used this year. We want to assure time for 

monthly meeting review and input on proposed changes or additions to the policy and procedures 

handbook prior to Interim Meeting approved recommendation to annual sessions in March. Friends 

approved the following: 

 The working group will complete all changes and additions by the December 3 Interim Meeting 

 As soon as possible after that meeting, in early December, the Handbook document with 

proposed revisions in a contrasting color will be sent to monthly meetings and made available 

on the PFF/YM website for review and input. 

 The working group will revise the Handbook proposals in response to input received and 

prepare the revised version for the February Interim Meeting. 

 The Handbook revisions approved and recommended by Interim Meeting will be posted on the 

website as an advance document prior to annual sessions in March. 
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Representatives are asked to alert their meetings that we plan to have proposed Handbook revisions 

sent to them in early December so that meetings may plan and schedule discernment on the 

proposals for feedback to Interim Meeting’s February Meeting.   

 

Communications and Website Committee Report (Chandlee White) 

Chandlee referred Friends to the earlier discussion around work toward establishing a PFYM archive in 
the Quaker Archives at Guilford College (above).  He also notes that Gwen Gosney Erickson has sent us a 
document titled “Care of Quaker Records” (attached) that includes a listing of PFF/YM meetings and the 
records on file status for each.  Representatives are asked to bring this to the attention of their 
respective meetings.  The clerk will also reference this in her summary to PFYM clerks. 

Chandlee will be coordinating with John Hunter to post our minutes on the PFF/YM website as they are 

approved. 

 

 

Monthly Meeting Statistics and Status Report Working Group (Deb Parvin) 

The report form has been approved, and now the process of collecting statistics and reports needs to be 

established.  The working group plans to begin this consideration with research on the processes used 

by other yearly meetings. The report form and instructions will need to be sent out to monthly meetings 

in August. As Brianna has had to step away from this working group for now, Deb requested volunteers 

to help with this work.  Carol Morris, Kathy Metzo, Christina Connell and John Shuford volunteered to 

contribute to the work of the Statistics and Status Report working group. 

 

 

Peace and Social Concerns Witness Working Group (John Shuford) 

A group of interested Friends met during the lunch break to discuss working group plans and goals. (The 

Friendship Meeting Friends are with us today with an interest in this project in particular.) The group 

reports that by year’s end Google groups will be developed and beta tested so this project format can be 

rolled out and workable by Annual Sessions in March.  The working group will send out a request to PFF 

meetings for those willing to do subject area, technical, and geographical assistance in this process. They 

requested that time be allotted for a lunchtime networking meeting for this working group at the August 

joint PFF/YM meeting in Raleigh.  The working group plans to report in December on the Google groups 

which have been set up and readied for people to join. 

 

Representatives are asked to send names of Friends in our meetings connected with prison and/or 

immigration/refugee work, to John Shuford as soon as possible. 

 

 

Anticipating PFYM Financial Needs (Marian Beane) 

It was suggested at our February 2016 meeting and noted at Annual Sessions that we consider our 

anticipated expenses for the next year, and that we consider PFYM longer-range needs and sources of 

funds.  Friends expressed the need to be tender as we approach this topic, both around our relationship 
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to PFF and the clear PFF intention to assume financial responsibilities in this partnership; and in terms of 

the sensitivities of some of our meetings around taking on more financial burdens.  

 

After some discussion a working group was formed with Gary Hornsby and John Shuford.  They were 

asked to report in August on (1) anticipated costs for PFYM currently and in the immediate future; and 

(2) a proposed procedure for distributing the $900 fund from PFF to PFYM representatives to Quaker 

organizations. 

 

 

Interim Meeting Dates 

 Next meeting August 20 in Raleigh. Agenda will be sent out after July 26, and will include a joint 

PFF-PFYM meeting in the morning, midday time for a trans-PFF networking meeting of the 

Peace and Social Concerns Witness Working Group, and separate PFF and PFYM afternoon 

business meetings. 

 December 3, planned at New Garden (space is now confirmed) 

 February – the date of this meeting will be set at our August meeting 

 March 10-12 Annual Sessions  

 

The presiding clerk re-capped the next steps/actions decided on in this meeting. 

 

Meeting closed with a period of silent worship. 

 

Julie Stafford 

Recording clerk 

 



PFYM CLERK REPORT TO INTERIM MEETING 

11th of June, 2016 

 

Since PFYM’s first annual yearly meeting sessions there have been opportunities to connect with and support various 

members of interim meeting as we carry forward the work of yearly meeting.  You will receive reports on some of this 

work during Interim Meeting.  In particular I will share the following  

Regarding PFYM Affiliations:  Following yearly meeting sessions I notified the General Secretaries and clerks of AFSC, 

FCNL and FWCC of PFYM’S intention to affiliate and below are abbreviations of their enthusiastic responses  

Response from AFSC:  Welcome, indeed, to Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting!  We look forward to having you join us 

next year for our 100th anniversary meeting.  Yours in peace, Shan Cretin General Secretary American Friends Service 

Committee; Wonderful news!  This is such an important time for the work of AFSC and the witness of Friends in the 

world.  Thank you so much for your support.   Phil Lord, clerk AFSC Board 

Response from FCNL: I am pleased to welcome the Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting's participation in and support for 

the work of the Friends Committee on National Legislation. We welcome your involvement and very much look forward 

to working with your meeting!  Eric Ginsberg, clerk of FCNL General Committee  

Response FWCC: This is wonderful news!  I am grateful for your interest and support………………… The FWCC Executive 

Committee met and is in the process of appointing a small visiting committee to consider the affiliation of PFYM   Robin 

Mohr, General Secretary 

Interim Meeting will hear a report from Nominating Committee regarding appointments to these organizations and we 

will have opportunity to visit with members of the FWCC visiting committee 

Regarding Quaker Archives at Guilford College – Chandlee White & I have had several communications with Gwen 

Gosney at Guilford College regarding PFYM establishing its relationship and receiving guidance on preparing yearly 

meeting records for archiving.  At its March meeting PFF rep body agreed to provide financial support for archiving both 

PFF and PFYM records.  An annual amount of between $150 and $200 has been suggested once greater clarity is 

received from Guilford College.   

Regarding PFF & PFYM Joint Meeting on August 20th:  the PFF representative body meeting on Sunday the 5th of June 

(last Sunday) identified some possible topics our joint consideration  including: 1) preliminary planning for the PFF Spring 

Retreat/PFYM Annual Sessions; 2) Financial support and expectations of representatives appointed to affiliated 

organizations including FGC, AFSC, FCNL, FWCC. 

At the June 5th meeting the PFF reps also agreed to provide financial support for Gary Hornsby (PFYM rising clerk) and 

Jeff Brown (PFF clerk just appointed) to participate in a clerking workshop this fall and until further notice John Hunter 

(Durham Meeting and former clerk) will be the PFF liaison  for the joint PFF/YM website. 

Regarding the clerk’s travel & request for a travel minute:  Following this year’s Gathering in Minnesota I will be 

traveling to Ramallah (and surrounding area) for a 2 ½ week work/study program (July 8-26) being led by Max & Jane 

Carter.   It was in Ramallah that I volunteered with FUM in 1968-70 and have not returned since then.  The program will 

include many opportunities to listen deeply and offer kindness to those with whom we meet and interact.  It will also be 

an opportunity to worship with Friends in Ramallah and for that I would request that Interim Meeting approval 

preparation of a travel letter for bringing greetings to these dear and faithful Friends.  

With appreciation for your service and opportunity to serve as PFYM clerk 

 

Marian  
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PFYM POLICIES & PROCEDURES HANDBOOK 

Working Group Report, June 2016 

We would like to ask IM to approve recc to annual sessions for changes before March; also to post text 

of P&P Handbook with changes recc in contrasting color. This is submitted as an interim report, not for 

approval today. 

Alert meetings that we expect to have recc sent to them in early Dec, please plan/schedule discernment 

on that. For feedback to IM in FEB meeting.  Timing for consideration and response. 

NOTE: Page references are to the yellow booklet version of the Handbook distributed at the spring PFF 

Retreat. 

PROPOSED CHANGES/ADDITIONS: 

CHANGE page 1, item 3 at bottom of page:  

From "Approve the laying down of monthly meetings" to "Record change of status of monthly meeting 

(see section on 'Changes of Monthly Meeting Status')." [NOTE: This change responds to a question 

raised during Annual Sessions in March.] 

ADDITION page 2, just above the heading OFFICERS:  

Yearly Meeting offices are established or laid down by the Yearly Meeting in Annual Sessions. A 

request to establish a new Office or to lay down an Office may be brought to Interim Meeting or may 

arise from Interim Meeting. If, after due consideration, there is approval, Interim Meeting will 

recommend the action to Yearly Meeting. 

ADDITION page 3, just above the heading STANDING COMMITTEES:  

All committees report at least annually to Interim Meeting or Yearly Meeting on their activities and 

structure. 

Standing Committees carry out the ongoing work of the Yearly Meeting, and are established or laid 

down by the Yearly Meeting in Annual Sessions. A request to establish a new Standing Committee or 

to lay down a Standing Committee may be brought to Interim Meeting or may arise from Interim 

Meeting. If, after due consideration, there is approval, Interim Meeting recommends the action to 

Yearly Meeting. 

Ad hoc committees are formed at the request of Interim Meeting or Yearly Meeting in Annual Sessions 

to address a specific and usually temporary need or project. Members of the ad hoc committee are 
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appointed by the Presiding Clerk and serve until their charge is completed, at which time they are 

relieved of their service by either Interim Meeting or Yearly Meeting at Annual Sessions. 

Working Groups are established by Interim Meeting or Yearly Meeting in Annual Sessions to address 

action on a long-term basis. Concerned individuals, monthly meetings, or yearly meeting committees 

may bring the need for a working group to Interim Meeting. Interim Meeting will report to Yearly 

Meeting Annual Sessions on its discernment of the need to establish a working group. Working groups 

may be laid down by the establishing body when they are no longer needed or viable. 

ADDITION page 8, above "Preparation and Seasoning of Business" 

Procedure for PFF Meetings or Worship Groups to Affiliate with PFYM 

a) Affiliation of a Monthly Meeting 

A PFF affiliated monthly meeting that is considering affiliation with PFYM is encouraged to confer 

with the clerk of PFYM on this matter.  During its discernment, the meeting is invited to appoint one or 

more observers to PFYM’s Interim Meeting and PFYM annual sessions. When a monthly meeting 

reaches clarity on affiliating with PFYM, a minute of intention will be prepared during a regular or 

called meeting for worship with attention to business. The minute describing the meeting’s discernment 

will be sent to the presiding clerk of PFYM, to be read and recorded during the next yearly meeting 

annual session. In keeping with Yearly Meeting Policy & Procedures the newly affiliated monthly 

meeting is asked to appoint up to three representatives to Interim Meeting and to notify the presiding 

clerk of these appointments in sufficient time for their participation in the next scheduled Interim 

Meeting. 

 

b) Affiliation of a Worship Group Under the Care of a Monthly Meeting 

[A worship group, under the care of a montly meeting that is not affiliated may seek affiliation.] 

A monthly meeting that has a worship group under its care is asked to confer with the worship group 

about its intentions regarding PFYM affiliation and to include in its report to yearly meeting the status 

of the worship group regarding yearly meeting affiliation.   

 

A worship group under the care of a monthly meeting that is not seeking affiliation with PFYM is 

asked to confer with the parent meeting about its intentions and ask for assistance as needed in finding 

clarity and preparing a minute of intention. The minute describing the meeting's discernment will be 

sent to the presiding clerk of PFYM, to be read and recorded during the next yearly meeting annual 

session. In keeping with Yearly Meeting Policy & Procedures, the newly affiliated worship group is 

asked to appoint at least one representative to Interim Meeting and to notify the presiding clerk of these 

appointments in sufficient time for their participation in the next scheduled Interim Meeting. 
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TOPIC AREAS TO BE ADDRESSED: 

Information on MM Stats/Reports. 

Sections on affiliation with Quaker organizations: selection of organizations, representatives and their 

responsibilities, consideration of funding (e.g., reimbursement of travel expenses). 

Policy on archiving PFYM documents with the Guilford College Friends Historical Collection. 

Development of resources list since not enough response at retreat in March. 

 



 
 

5800 West Friendly Avenue • Greensboro, NC  27410 • www.guilford.edu 

FRIENDS HISTORICAL  
COLLECTION 

Hege Library 
336-316-2264 

archives@guilford.edu 
 

 

Subj:  CARE OF QUAKER RECORDS  

 

We are in the process of contacting meetings to confirm relationships and remind Friends of the 

importance of records preservation. See attached list for meetings affiliated with Piedmont Friends who 

have deposited their records in the past. 

 

Through meeting records preservation, the Friends Historical Collection contains a comprehensive view 

of North Carolina Quakerism, representative of the historic strengths and changes within our region, that 

can be accessed in one convenient location. During the past year, monthly meeting minutes and records 

have been consulted by members needing verification of meeting property decisions, precedents and 

approvals of changes in church practices, research to support creation of memorials and pastor 

biographies, and genealogical research. 

 

We stress the importance of hard-copy permanent records for long-term preservation and view digital 

files as a means of access, not long term storage. More records have been lost in the 21st century due to 

poor stewardship of digital files (corrupted files, lost hard drives, etc.) than in the 19th century! Record 

keeping still has value today so that future Friends, scholars, and seekers might learn from the practices 

and witnessing work of Friends in our time. 

 

We invite you to consider archiving permanent records, regardless of your formal affiliations. If 

confidentiality is a concern, note that we have strict policies to protect current information and work 

with meetings to insure that materials are not accessible to researchers until appropriate time has passed. 

However, your meeting can feel confident that core documents are safely and securely maintained for 

any future needs and your story will be included in that of North Carolina Friends by depositing 

documents in the Friends Historical Collection. 

 

Meetings are encouraged to regularly (i.e. annually or not less than every five years) deposit their 

permanent records in the archives. Fuller information regarding this process is attached as guidelines 

and there is additional information available at library.guilford.edu/quaker. 

We now serve as the archives for multiple yearly meetings and a growing number of independent 

meetings, churches, and organizations tied to the Society of Friends. Traditionally, NCYM (FUM) 

provided direct financial support to Guilford College and also hired an archives assistant to work under 

the supervision of the Friends Historical Collection Librarian/Archivist to process incoming minutes and 

records and answer inquiries relating to these records. Other yearly and individual meetings contribute 

as able. Over the past few years, NCYM has cut direct support to FHC (about $7,000 per year) and is no 

longer able to fully fund the ¼ time archives assistant salary from their annual budget.  

 

We do not have a set fee for services and instead work with each group to discern what fits into their 

budgets, to inform them of the types of costs incurred by Guilford in this work, and explore ways we can 

work together. Even if budgets are tight, we recommend a line item be placed in budgets to remind 

meetings that this service is being provided to them through this partnership. 
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Hege Library 
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Records may be delivered in person Tuesday-Friday, 9 a.m. to noon and 2 to 5 p.m., or mailed (tracking 

recommended) to Friends Historical Collection, 5800 W. Friendly Ave., Greensboro, NC 27410. 

 

To donate to Friends Historical Collection (facilities, professional staffing, and supplies): Make checks 

payable to Guilford College with Friends Historical Collection on the memo line, and mail to 5800 W. 

Friendly Ave., Greensboro, NC 27410. Funds may also be contributed online at 

www.guilford.edu/support/giving.aspx (check “Other” and designate gift to the “Friends Historical 

Collection” to specify). Contact us if you wish to discuss larger gifts to support endowment and 

restricted funds. Unless otherwise indicated, donations are applied to our annual operating costs. 

 

To contribute to the Archives Assistant position: Make checks out to NCYM with CCYMR or Archives 

Assistant on the memo line, and mail to North Carolina Yearly Meeting, 4811 Hilltop Road, 

Greensboro, NC 27407. Currently, NCYM-FUM supports FHC (though NCYM Trust Funds and annual 

budget) by hiring the ¼ time assistant position dedicated to the care and use of meeting records. 

Available funds from annual budget have decreased so direct contributions are appreciated. All other 

archives expenses are managed through Guilford College. 

 

Please note that the Friends Historical Collection is separate from Friends Center (student programs and 

campus ministry at Guilford College) and from North Carolina Friends Historical Society (a volunteer 

group supporting publications and programming on NC Quaker history).  

 

Please contact us if you have any questions. 

 

 

 

Gwen Gosney Erickson, Librarian and Archivist 

 
  

http://www.guilford.edu/support/giving.aspx
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Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting  

 

Chapel Hill (formerly NCYM-FUM) 

 Minutes: 1938-1944  

(as preparatory meeting) 

 Minutes: 1944-2011 

 

Charlotte (formerly NCYM-FUM) 

Minutes: 1960-5/2009, 6/2012-6/2015 

 Records: 1960 – c. 2005 

 

Fancy Gap (formerly NCYM-FUM) 

 NONE  

 

New Garden (NCYM-FUM) 

 Minutes, 1754 – 2011 

Also records, ministry and counsel, committee 

records and other items 

 

Raleigh (formerly NCYM-FUM) 

 Minutes: 1926-1962 

 Newsletter w/Minutes: 1986-2016 

 

Salem Creek 

 Minutes, 5/2010-6/2016 

 

Upstate Worship Group 

 NONE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YM Minutes and Records: 

None at this time 

 

 

 

Piedmont Friends Fellowship  

 

Boone (SAYMA) 

 Minutes: 1992-12/1995 

 

Catawba Valley 

 NONE 

 

Davidson (NCYM-C) 

 Minutes: 1990-2005 

 (some missing) 

 

Durham (NCYM-C) 

Minutes: 1943-1969, 10/1974-6/1993 

 Records: c. 1944 

 

Fayetteville (NCYM-C) 

 Minutes: 1977-2015  

(some missing) 

 

Friendship (NCYM-C) 

Minutes: 1968-2015 

Also ministry and committee minutes and 

membership records 

 

Rockingham County 

 Minutes: 1970-1981, 10/1983-4/1990 

 (some missing) 

 

Spring (NCYM-FUM) 

Minutes: 1815-1986, 

1997-4/2009 (with gaps) 

 Records: 1793-1898 

 

Wilkes County 

 Newsletter w/minutes: 1993-1995 

 

Winston-Salem (NCYM-FUM) 

 Minutes: 1912-1952,  

1955-1979, 1982-2014 

 

 

Fellowship Minutes and Records: 

Assorted minutes and files from 1968 to 1993 
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Guidelines 

Meetings are advised to carefully keep their records and deposit them on a 

regular basis in the Friends Historical Collection for future preservation. 

Meeting records establish legal and financial documentation and provide 

source material for meeting, personal, and social histories. The Friends 

Historical Collection Librarian works with appointed liaisons to insure 

continued maintenance of the yearly meeting archives and to encourage 

constituent meetings to deposit their minutes and records in a timely manner. 

Permanent records that should be deposited in the Friends Historical 

Collection include: 

• Yearly Meeting Minutes  

• Interim Meeting Minutes 

• Core Documents and Statements by the Yearly Meeting (if not already in the 

minutes) 

• Other permanent records that may be generated and considered for deposit 

in   the Friends Historical Collection include:  

• Committee minutes  

• Financial papers  

• Important correspondence  

• Materials documenting special projects    

It is recommended that meetings keep a use set if needed for routine access. 

Friends Historical Collection staff can assist meetings with photocopy 
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requests if needed for documents not otherwise available.   At this time, 

permanent records are required to be on paper prior to deposit in the Friends 

Historical Collection to insure stable long preservation. Electronic records, 

including files on disks, cannot be maintained permanently due to the varieties 

of programs used by various meetings. Meetings are encouraged to print 

copies of minutes and records of permanent value regularly since computer 

files are sometimes lost through technological difficulties.    

Meetings may submit PDF files to supply minutes in a digital format. This is 

to be in addition to the paper files rather than as a substitution. Do not submit 

as e-mails or attached documents for download. Contact the Friends Historical 

Collection regarding current procedures for depositing digital files.  

Ideally, minutes should be kept on non-acidic buffered paper. The Friends 

Historical Collection staff can assist meetings in acquiring suitable paper. 

However, the Friends Historical Collection will accept printed minutes on any 

type of paper. Care should be taken to use permanent inks. Some inkjet 

printers use inks that fade rapidly and ballpoint pens are not recommended. 

  Meetings should take care that minutes and other permanent documents are 

prepared in a way that will not damage the records in the future. Therefore, 

scotch tape and other adhesive products are discouraged since the adhesives 

deteriorate the paper rapidly. Metal paper clips and staples rust over time so 

items should only be clipped together temporarily and staples avoided. Items 

such as photographs and clippings should be separated from permanent 

records. Newspaper clippings deteriorate very quickly so it is recommended 

that they be photocopied onto acid free paper and the original discarded. 

Materials deposited in the Friends Historical Collection are placed in archival 

folders and boxes. Therefore, meetings are discouraged from purchasing new 

folders or notebooks prior to deposit. Records are best deposited in organized 

folders or neatly stacked in chronological order. 
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Meetings should deposit records on a regular basis but the specific schedule 

varies according to the type of record and the status of the meeting. More 

frequent deposits are encouraged to reduce risk of record misplacement or 

deterioration. Suggested schedules include: annually, every five years, 

whenever there is a change in the clerk responsible for the records, or when a 

meeting record book is filled. Any written meeting histories should be 

deposited when they are produced. 

Records may be delivered in person or sent by delivery service to the Friends 

Historical Collection at Guilford College. It is recommended that items 

shipped be sent by registered mail or another system that allows for tracking. 

Deliveries in person should be made during regular business hours and 

advance contact is recommended to insure that someone will be available to 

receive them. A communication of acknowledgement will be sent to the 

monthly meeting clerk when the records are received. 

 

Approved TBD 
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